Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Environmental toxicants have been proposed to play a role in the etiology of many diseases. The underlying mechanisms in which toxicants cause disease include immune activation^[@CR1]--[@CR3]^ and disruption of redox and mitochondrial metabolism^[@CR4]--[@CR6]^. Mitochondrial dysfunction can disrupt cellular physiology through many mechanisms, including epigenetic changes and modulation of cellular signal transduction pathways^[@CR5],\ [@CR7]--[@CR10]^ and has been implicated in a wide variety of diseases including neurodevelopmental, neurological and psychiatric disorders, diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular and kidney disease^[@CR11]^. The association of mitochondrial dysfunction with these diseases may reflect the significant vulnerability of mitochondria to endogenous and exogenous stressors^[@CR12]^, partially due to its complicated genetics^[@CR13]^.

Toxicants can both damage the mitochondria and cause mitoplasticity. Mitoplasticity refers to the mitochondria's ability to adapt or transform to optimally function in the face of changes in energy demand, substrate availability or physiological stress^[@CR5]^. Mitoplasticity involves a wide number of pathways, including enzymes in the citric acid cycle and electron transport chain (ETC), proton leak, redox regulation, transcription factors, and mitochondrial repair and regeneration such as mitochondrial biogenesis, mitophagy and mitochondrial fission and fusion^[@CR5]^.

Trichloroethylene (TCE) is an environmental toxicant that causes neurobehavioral abnormalities in animals^[@CR14],\ [@CR15]^ through mitochondrial^[@CR16]--[@CR19]^ and redox abnormalities^[@CR20],\ [@CR21]^, immune dysregulation^[@CR22]--[@CR25]^ and epigenetic changes^[@CR14]^. The effect of TCE on the mitochondria appears paradoxical. TCE causes ETC dysfunction in isolated mitochondria, but also increases the expression of genes that enhance mitochondrial function. Acute exposure to TCE results in inhibition of state 4 respiration in isolated mitochondria^[@CR17]^ and decreased ETC Complex I activity in chronically exposed rodents^[@CR16],\ [@CR18]^. However, other studies show that TCE exposure increases the expression of mitoplasticity related genes, including peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma coactivator-1 alpha (PGC1α) which, in turn, up-regulates mitochondrial metabolism genes, including nuclear respiratory factors (NRF-1, NRF-2), uncoupling proteins (UCP), ETC genes, mitochondrial gene transcription, and genes essential for redox metabolism, including superoxide dismutase, catalase, and glutathione peroxidase-1^[@CR26]--[@CR29]^.

TCE has been linked to human disease including Parkinson's Disease^[@CR16],\ [@CR19],\ [@CR30],\ [@CR31]^ and Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)^[@CR6],\ [@CR32]^. ASD is a heterogeneous neurodevelopmental disorder that may affect up to 1 in 45 individuals^[@CR33]^. Studies suggest that ASD is caused by environmental factors interacting with genetic susceptibility^[@CR34],\ [@CR35]^ and many studies have linked environmental toxicants, including TCE, with ASD^[@CR6],\ [@CR36]^. Interestingly, some of the same physiological abnormalities caused by TCE exposure are associated with ASD, including mitochondrial dysfunction^[@CR8],\ [@CR9]^, redox abnormalities^[@CR37]--[@CR39]^ and immune dysregulation^[@CR40]^.

We developed a lymphoblastoid cell line (LCL) model of ASD designed to understand how mitochondrial function interacts with reactive oxygen species (ROS). We have repeatedly demonstrated that a subset of LCLs (called AD-A LCLs) derived from children with ASD show an elevation in Reserve Capacity, a parameter that is tightly correlated with mitochondrial and cellular health, suggesting that the LCLs had adapted, at some point, to be more resilient at baseline^[@CR41],\ [@CR42]^. However, this subset of LCLs also demonstrated vulnerability to ROS such that Reserve Capacity declines at lower levels of ROS as compared to ASD LCLs without the baseline elevation in Reserve Capacity (called AD-N LCLs).

We believe that studying functional responses of mitochondria to TCE exposure can provide some insight into the functional consequences of mitoplasticity and the nature of the changes in mitochondrial function found in AD-A LCLs. First, we note that mitoplasticity pathways appear to be activated in AD-A LCLs at baseline and with TCE exposure. Second, we note the paradoxical effect of TCE on mitochondrial function; TCE exposure causes dysfunction in isolated mitochondria while other studies suggesting enhancement of mitochondrial function with TCE exposure. This is paralleled in the ASD literature as some studies demonstrate a high incidence of ETC dysfunction^[@CR43],\ [@CR44]^ while others demonstrate highly active mitochondria at baseline^[@CR41],\ [@CR42],\ [@CR45]^. Third, we believe it is important to study TCE exposure in the context of AD LCLs since TCE has been linked to ASD.

TCE is water insoluble and difficult to deliver to cell culture. In addition, immune cells do not have the cytochrome p450s to metabolize TCE into its active metabolites. Therefore, in this study, we used trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate (TCAH), a major oxidative metabolite of TCE that is known to have similar adverse physiological effects as TCE^[@CR22]--[@CR25]^.

It is our hypothesis that exposure to TCAH will result in mitoplasticity in control LCLs that functionally manifests similar to the changes seen in the AD-A LCLs at baseline. Such a finding would support the notion that AD-A LCLs may have previously undergone mitoplasticity-associated changes as a consequence of exposure to an environmental stressor. We believe that TCAH-induced mitoplasticity may require a stressor to manifest. That is, without a stressor stimulus, the cell may not up-regulate mitoplasticity genes and mitochondrial function may either be normal or reduced due to residual damage to the ETC from TCAH exposure. This would explain why ETC enzymes, examined in isolation and separated from cellular physiology, appear to function below normal. Such a context dependent change in ETC function has been reported in chronic multiple sclerosis lesions, where complex IV activity is dependent on whether or not there is active inflammation^[@CR46],\ [@CR47]^. We will examine this by increasing intracellular ROS similar to previous studies^[@CR41],\ [@CR42]^. Interestingly, AD LCLs are already under intrinsic elevation in oxidative stress, so this may be the reason some manifest mitoplasticity at baseline. Third, we will examine the differential response to TCAH in the AD subgroups. If our hypothesis is correct, the AD-A LCLs should be more resilient to TCAH than the AD-N LCLs since the AD-As have undergone mitoplasticity to be more resilient to environmental stressors.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Effect of TCAH on Mitochondrial Respiration in Control LCLs {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

### ATP-Linked Respiration {#Sec4}

Overall, adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-Linked Respiration significantly increased as 2,3-dimethoxy-1,4-napthoquinone (DMNQ) concentration increased \[F(2,18) = 33.87, p \< 0.0001; 5 uM DMNQ t(27) = 8.23, p \< 0.0001; 10 uM DMNQ t(27) = 4.23, p = 0.0005\] (Fig. [1A](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1(**A**--**D**) Absolute Change in Mitochondrial Function with 2,3-dimethoxy-1,4-napthoquinone (DMNQ) in Control Lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) and (**E--H**) Relative (Percent) Change from Baseline in Mitochondrial Function after exposure to Trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate (TCAH). ATP-linked Respiration (**A**) and Proton Leak Respiration (**B**) increase with exposure to DMNQ. Maximal Respiratory Capacity (**C**) and Reserve Capacity (**D**) decrease with exposure to DMNQ. Without acute DMNQ exposure, TCAH reduces Reserve Capacity but acute DMNQ exposure appears to mitigate the effect of TCAH by increasing Maximal Respiratory Capacity. (**E**) ATP-linked Respiration increased with TCAH exposure only when TCAH exposure was followed by acute exposure to DMNQ; (**F**) Proton Leak Respiration increased with TCAH exposure only when followed by acute exposure to DMNQ; (**G**) Maximal Respiratory Capacity decreases with TCAH without acute DMNQ exposure but increases with TCAH exposure when followed by acute exposure to DMNQ. (**H**) Reserve Capacity significantly decreased at the highest TCAH concentration when LCLs were not acutely exposed to DMNQ but this effect was mitigated when TCAH exposure was followed by acute DMNQ. The line color correspond to the DMNQ exposure (Blue = No DMNQ; Red = 5 uM DMNQ; Green = 10 uM DMNQ). ^†^p \<  = 0.05; \*p \<  = 0.01; \*\*p \<  = 0.001; \*\*\*p \<  = 0.0001; The color of the p-value symbol corresponds to the line it represents unless it is black in which case it pertains to the overall significance of all lines.

The effect of TCAH exposure on ATP-Linked Respiration was dependent on DMNQ concentration \[F(6,224) = 8.14, p \< 0.0001\]. Without DMNQ exposure, ATP-Linked Respiration decreased, as compare to baseline, as TCAH concentration increased but this effect was not statistically significant (Fig. [1E](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When exposed to 5 uM or 10 uM DMNQ, ATP-Linked Respiration increased as compared to baseline as TCAH was increased with 0.5 mM TCAH concentration showing statistical significance \[5 uM DMNQ: t(224) = 2.24, p \< 0.01; 10 uM DMNQ: t(224) = 2.10, p \< 0.05\] (Fig. [1E](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

### Proton Leak Respiration {#Sec5}

Overall Proton Leak Respiration significantly increased as DMNQ concentration increased \[F(2,18) = 49.67, p \< 0.0001; 5 uM DMNQ t(27) = 8.98, p \< 0.0001; 10 uM DMNQ t(27) = 8.20, p \< 0.0001\] (Fig. [1B](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

The effect of TCAH exposure on Proton Leak Respiration was dependent on DMNQ concentration \[F(6,224) = 9.67, p \< 0.0001\]. Without DMNQ exposure, Proton Leak Respiration did not change significantly as TCAH increased (Fig. [1F](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When exposed to 5 uM or 10 uM DMNQ Proton Leak Respiration increased as TCAH concentration increased as compared to baseline; with 5 uM DMNQ this increase was significant at 0.5 mM TCAH \[t(27) = 3.46, p \< 0.001\] and 1.0 mM TCAH \[t(27) = 4.61, p \< 0.0001\] while with 10 uM DMNQ this increase was only significant at 0.5 mM TCAH \[t(27) = 1.95, p \< 0.05\].

### Maximal Respiratory Capacity {#Sec6}

Overall Maximal Respiratory Capacity significantly decreased as DMNQ concentration increased \[F(2,18) = 15.19, p \< 0.0001; 10 uM t(27) = 5.18, p \< 0.0001\] (Fig. [1C](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

The effect of TCAH exposure on Maximal Respiratory Capacity was dependent on DMNQ concentration \[F(6,224) = 23.57, p \< 0.0001\]. Without DMNQ exposure, Maximal Respiratory Capacity significantly decreased, as compared to baseline, at the highest TCAH concentration \[1.0 mM TCAH t(224) = 3.18, p \< 0.005\] (Fig. [1G](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When exposed to 5 uM DMNQ Maximal Respiratory Capacity increased as TCAH concentration increased \[0.5 mM TCAH t(27) = 2.91, p \< 0.005; 1.0 mM TCAH t(27) = 2.71, p \< 0.01\]. A similar increase in Maximal Respiratory Capacity was also seen with 10 uM DMNQ although the increase was not significant.

### Reserve Capacity {#Sec7}

Overall Reserve Capacity significantly changed across DMNQ \[F(2,18) = 70.30, p \< 0.0001\]. DMNQ exposure alone significantly reduced Reserve Capacity \[5 uM DMNQ: t(27) = 8.00, p \< 0.0001; 10 uM DMNQ: t(27) = 11.57, p \< 0.0001\] (Fig. [1D](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

The effect of TCAH exposure on Reserve Capacity was dependent on DMNQ concentration \[F(6,224) = 14.05, p \< 0.0001\]. Without DMNQ exposure Reserve Capacity significantly decreased, as compared to baseline, at the highest TCAH concentration \[1.0 mM TCAH: t(224) = 5.80, p \< 0.001\] but when exposed to DMNQ Reserve Capacity was not significantly different than baseline for any TCAH concentration (Fig. [1H](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Effect of TCAH on Mitochondrial Function in AD LCLs {#Sec8}
---------------------------------------------------

The effects of TCAH on AD LCLs are reported in this section. Control findings from the previous section will not be repeated here, although the control LCL group is used as a comparison.

### ATP-linked Respiration {#Sec9}

ATP-Linked Respiration was significantly different across Groups \[F(2,794) = 48.78, p \< 0.0001\] with AD-A LCLs having a higher ATP-Linked Respiration than AD-N \[t(794) = 3.94, p \< 0.0001\] and Control \[t(794) = 9.80, p \< 0.0001\] LCLs and AD-N having a higher ATP-Linked Respiration as compared to Control LCLs \[t(794) = 6.01, p \< 0.0001\] (See Fig. [2A](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2(**A**--**D**) Overall mitochondrial respiratory parameters for each LCL group and (**E**--**H**) Relative (percent) change from baseline in mitochondrial respiratory parameters for each lymphoblastoid cell line (LCL) across trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate (TCAH) concentrations. Overall (**A**) ATP-linked Respiration, (**B**) Proton Leak Respiration, (**C**) Maximal Respiratory Capacity and (**D**) Reserve Capacity for each LCL group. (**E**) Overall ATP-Linked Respiration slightly but significantly decreased by TCAH for AD-A LCLs and significantly increased by TCAH for AD-N LCLs; (**F**) Proton Leak Respiration increased significantly as TCAH increases for all LCL groups; (**G**) There was no significant change in Maximal Respiratory Capacity for any LCL group; (**H**) Reserve Capacity was stable for the Control and AD-A LCLs but decreases significantly at the highest TCAH concentration for the AD-N LCLs. The line color correspond to the group (Blue = Control LCLs; Red = AD-N LCLs; Green = AD-A LCLs). The color of the p-value symbol corresponds to the line it represents unless it is black in which case it pertains to the overall significance of all lines. ^†^p \<  = 0.05; \*p \<  = 0.01; \*\*p \<  = 0.001; \*\*\*p \<  = 0.0001.

The effect of TCAH concentration on ATP-Linked Respiration was different across LCL groups \[F(6,794) = 11.19, p \< 0.0001\]. At 1.0 mM TCAH ATP-Linked Respiration was significantly higher than baseline for the AD-N LCLs \[t(794) = 2.23, p \< 0.05\] but significantly lower than baseline for AD-A LCLs \[t(794) = 2.38, p \< 0.02\] (See Fig. [2E](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

ATP-Linked Respiration was significantly different across DMNQ concentrations \[F(2,18) = 36.94, p \< 0.0001\]. ATP-Linked Respiration was significantly higher at 5 uM DMNQ \[t(18) = 8.59, p \< 0.0001\] and 10 uM DMNQ \[t(18) = 4.39, p \< 0.0005\] as compared to baseline (Fig. [3A](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 3(**A**--**D**) Overall mitochondrial respiratory parameters for each DMNQ concentration and (**E**--**H**) Relative (percent) change from baseline in mitochondrial respiratory parameters for each 2,3-dimethoxy-1,4-napthoquinone (DMNQ) concentration across Trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate (TCAH) concentrations for *all lymphoblastoid cell lines* (*LCLs*) *combined*. Overall (**A**) ATP-linked Respiration, (**B**) Proton Leak Respiration, (**C**) Maximal Respiratory Capacity and (**D**) Reserve Capacity for each DMNQ concentration. (**E**--**H**) In general, mitochondrial respiratory parameters increased as TCAH concentration increased when TCAH exposure was followed by acute DMNQ exposure whereas mitochondrial respiratory parameters decreased as TCAH concentration increased when LCLs were not exposed to DMNQ. (**E**) ATP-Linked Respiration was stable across TCAH concentrations when LCLs were exposed to DMNQ after TCAH exposure but significantly decreased with increased TCAH concentrations when LCLs were not exposed to DMNQ; (**F**) Proton Leak Respiration significantly increased across TCAH concentrations when LCLs were exposed to DMNQ after TCAH exposure but did not significantly change with increasing TCAH concentrations when LCLs were not exposed to DMNQ; (**G**) Maximal Respiratory Capacity significantly increased across TCAH concentrations when LCLs were exposed to DMNQ after TCAH exposure but, in contrast, significantly decreased with increasing TCAH concentrations when LCLs were not exposed to DMNQ; (**G**) Reserve Capacity significantly decreased with increasing TCAH when LCLs were not exposed to DMNQ, but remained stable if TCAH was followed by DMNQ. The line color correspond to the DMNQ exposure (Blue = No DMNQ; Red = 5 uM DMNQ; Green = 10 uM DMNQ). The color of the p-value symbol corresponds to the line it represents unless it is black in which case it pertains to the overall significance of all lines. ^†^p \<  = 0.05; \*p \<  = 0.01; \*\*p \<  = 0.001; \*\*\*p \<  = 0.0001.

The effect of TCAH on ATP-Linked Respiration depended on DMNQ concentration \[F(6,794) = 5.25, p \< 0.0001\]. In LCLs exposed to DMNQ ATP-Linked Respiration did not significantly change from baseline as TCAH increased (Fig. [3E](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, without DMNQ exposure, ATP-Linked Respiration decreased below baseline as TCAH increased with a significant depression at 1 mM TCAH \[t(794) = 2.45, p = 0.01\] (Fig. [3E](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

### Proton Leak Respiration {#Sec10}

Proton Leak Respiration significantly differed across LCL Groups \[F(2,794) = 17.81, p \< 0.0001\] with AD-A LCLs having higher Proton Leak Respiration as compared to AD-N \[t(794) = 4.34, p \< 0.0001\] and Control \[t(794) = 5.73, p \< 0.0001\] LCLs (Fig. [2B](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Overall Proton Leak Respiration significantly changed with TCAH concentration \[F(3,27) = 6.85, p = 0.001\] with Proton Leak Respiration being significantly higher at 0.5 mM TCAH \[t(27) = 2.24, p \< 0.05\] and 1.0 mM TCAH \[t(27) = 4.11, p \< 0.0005\] as compared to baseline (Fig. [2F](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Overall Proton Leak Respiration significantly changed with DMNQ exposure \[F(2,18) = 60.43, p \< 0.0001\] with Proton Leak Respiration being significantly higher at 5 uM DMNQ \[t(18) = 11.76, p \< 0.0001\] and 10 uM DMNQ \[t(18) = 11.55, p \< 0.0005\] as compared to baseline (Fig. [3B](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, the effect of DMNQ on Proton Leak Respiration was different across LCL Groups \[F(6,794) = 2.83, p \< 0.05\], primarily due to Proton Leak Respiration increasing to a lesser extent in AD-N and Control LCLs as compared to AD-A LCLs \[Control vs AD-A: 5 uM t(794) = 3.24, p = 0.001; 10 uM: t(794) = 5.33, p \< 0.0001; AD-N vs AD-A: 5 uM t(794) = 3.21,p = 0.001; 10 uM t(794) = 4.10, p \< 0.001\] (Data not shown).

The effect of TCAH on Proton Leak Respiration depended on DMNQ exposure \[F(6,794) = 8.32, p \< 0.0001\] (Fig. [3F](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). There was no significant change in Proton Leak Respiration without DMNQ exposure whereas DMNQ exposure resulted in a significantly increased Proton Leak Respiration as TCAH increased with Proton Leak Respiration significantly greater than baseline at 0.5 mM TCAH \[t(794) = 3.86, p \< 0.0001\] and 1.0 mM TCAH \[t(794) = 6.37, p \< 0.0001\] TCAH for 5 uM DMNQ and at 1.0 mM TCAH \[t(794) = 3.28, p = 0.001\] with 10 uM DMNQ.

### Maximal Respiratory Capacity {#Sec11}

Maximal Respiratory Capacity was significantly different across LCL Groups \[F(2,794) = 22.47, p \< 0.0001\]. Overall Maximal Respiratory Capacity was significantly higher for AD-A LCLs as compared to AD-N \[t(794) = 3.22,p = 0.001\] and Control \[t(794) = 6.70,p \< 0.0001\] LCLs and for AD-N as compared to Control LCLs \[t(794) = 3.58, p \< 0.0001\] (Fig. [2C](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Maximal Respiratory Capacity was significantly different across DMNQ concentrations \[F(2,18) = 17.74, p \< 0.0001\] with Maximal Respiratory Capacity significantly declining as DMNQ concentration increased with Maximal Respiratory Capacity being significantly lower at the highest DMNQ concentration \[t(18) = 5.81, p \< 0.0001\] as compared to no DMNQ exposure (Fig. [3C](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

The effect of TCAH on Maximal Respiratory Capacity depended on DMNQ exposure \[F(6,794) = 15.08, p \< 0.0001\] (Fig. [3G](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Without acute exposure to DMNQ, increasing concentrations of TCAH resulted in a depression of Maximal Respiratory Capacity with this depression being significant at 1 mM TCAH \[t(794) = 5.08, p \< 0.0001\]. However, with exposure to 5 uM and 10 uM DMNQ, Maximal Respiratory Capacity increased as TCAH increased with this effect being significant for 5 uM DMNQ \[0.5 mM TCAH: t(794) = 2.59, p = 0.01; 1.0 mM TCAH: t(794) = 2.93, p \< 0.005\]. The same trend was seen for 10 uM DMNQ, but the increases were not statistically significant.

### Reserve Capacity {#Sec12}

Overall, Reserve Capacity was significantly affected by TCAH exposure \[F(3,27) = 3.57,p \< 0.05\] with Reserve Capacity being significantly depressed at the highest TCAH concentration \[t(27) = 2.29, p = 0.03\]. However, this effect was different across LCL Groups \[F(6,794) = 5.31, p \< 0.0001\] and was driven by the AD-N group (Fig. [2H](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) as demonstrated by three effects. First, Reserve Capacity did not change significantly from baseline for Control or AD-A LCLs as TCAH increased. Second, AD-N LCLs demonstrated a significant depression in Reserve Capacity at 1.0 mM TCAH \[t(794) = 4.49,p \< .0001\]. Third, Reserve Capacity for AD-N LCLs was significantly lower than AD-A LCLs at 1.0 mM \[t(794) = 4.79, p \< 0.0001\] and 0.5 mM \[t(794) = 2.34, p \< 0.05\] TCAH and significantly lower than Control LCLs \[t(794) = 2.41,p \< 0.05\] at 1.0 mM TCAH. In addition, Reserve Capacity for AD-A LCLs was higher than Control LCLs at 1.0 mM \[t(794) = 2.34,p \< 0.05\].

Reserve Capacity significantly decreased with DMNQ exposure \[F(2,18) = 40.52, p \< 0.0001; 5 uM DMNQ: t(18) = 6.05, p \< 0.0001; 10 uM DMNQ: t(18) = 8.80, p \< 0.0001\] (Fig. [3D](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, the effect of DMNQ on Reserve Capacity was different across LCL Groups \[F(4,794) = 9.20, p \< 0.0001\]. The DMNQ by Group interaction was driven by the fact that AD-A LCLs demonstrated a higher baseline Reserve Capacity and a more significant decline in Reserve Capacity with increased DMNQ, recapitulating the findings from our previous studies (Supplementary Figure [1D](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

The effect of TCAH on Reserve Capacity was also dependent on DMNQ concentration \[F(6,794) = 11.25, p \< 0.0001\]. As seen in Fig. [3H](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, TCAH alone significantly decreased Reserve Capacity at 0.5 mM TCAH \[t(794) = 2.27, p = 0.02\] and 1.0 mM TCAH \[t(794) = 5.99, p \< 0.0001\], however, Reserve Capacity did not change across TCAH concentrations when cells were exposure to DMNQ.

The modifying effect of DMNQ on the influence of TCAH on Reserve Capacity was different for each LCL Group \[F(12,794) = 1.76, p = 0.05\]. To examine this TCAH by DMNQ by Group interaction, an analysis was conducted on Reserve Capacity for each DMNQ concentration. With no DMNQ exposure (Fig. [4A](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), Reserve Capacity significantly decreased as TCAH concentration increased \[F(3,27) = 5.49, p \< 0.005\] such that Reserve Capacity was significantly depressed at the highest TCAH concentration \[t(27) = 3.20, p \< 0.005\]. In addition, Reserve Capacity was significantly different across Group \[F(2,269) = 7.14, p \< 0.001\] with AD-A LCLs having a significantly higher Reserve Capacity as compared to AD-N \[t(269) = 2.24, p \< 0.05\] and Control \[t(269) = 3.76, p \< 0.0005\] LCLs (Fig. [4D](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 4Relative (percent) change from baseline in Reserve Capacity as trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate (TCAH) concentration increased for each 2,3-dimethoxy-1,4-napthoquinone (DMNQ) concentration by lymphoblastoid cell line (LCL) group and overall Reserve Capacity by LCL group. In general, with DMNQ exposure, AD-N LCLs demonstrate a loss of Reserve Capacity as TCAH concentration increases while AD-A LCLs demonstrate an increase in Reserve Capacity as TCAH concentration increases (**A**) Without DMNQ Exposure, Reserve Capacity decreases as TCAH increases with the highest dose of TCAH demonstrating a significant depression in Reserve Capacity. (**B**) With 5 uM DMNQ Reserve Capacity increases for AD-A LCLs with TCAH exposure but decreases for AD-N LCLs with TCAH exposure. (**C**) With 10 uM DMNQ Reserve Capacity increases for AD-A LCLs at the highest TCAH Concentration but decreases for AD-N LCLs at the highest TCAH Concentration. The line color correspond to the group (Blue = Control LCLs; Red = AD-N LCLs; Green = AD-A LCLs). The color of the p-value symbol corresponds to the line it represents unless it is black in which case it pertains to the overall significance of all lines. (**D**) Without DMNQ, AD-A LCLs demonstrate the highest Reserve Capacity, as we have demonstrated in previous studies. (**E**) With 5 uM DMNQ exposure, there is no difference in Reserve Capacity across LCL groups. (**F**) With 10 uM DMNQ Control LCLs demonstrate a slightly but significantly higher Reserve Capacity than other LCL groups. ^†^p \<  = 0.05; \*p \<  = 0.01; \*\*p \<  = 0.001; \*\*\*p \<  = 0.0001.

With 5 uM DMNQ exposure (Fig. [4B](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), the effect of TCAH on Reserve Capacity was significantly different across Group \[F(6,189) = 6.85, p \< 0.0001\]. For the Control LCLs, Reserve Capacity did not change as TCAH increased while AD-A LCLs demonstrated an increase in Reserve Capacity as TCAH increased \[0.1 mM TCAH: t(189) = 2.16, p \< 0.05; 0.5 mM TCAH: t(189) = 2.89, p \< 0.005; 1.0 mM TCAH: t(189) = 3,74, p \< 0.0005\]. In contrast, Reserve Capacity significantly decreased as TCAH increased for AD-N LCLs with this decrease being significant at 1.0 mM TCAH \[t(189) = 3.29, p = 0.001\].

With 10 uM DMNQ exposure (Fig. [4C](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), the effect of TCAH on Reserve Capacity was different for each LCL Group \[F(6,282) = 8.84, p \< 0.0001\]. For the Control LCLs, Reserve Capacity did not change as TCAH increased while Reserve Capacity increased as TCAH increased for AD-A LCLs such that Reserve Capacity was significantly elevated at 1.0 mM TCAH \[t(282) = 4.05, p \< 0.0001\]. In contrast, Reserve Capacity significantly decreased as TCAH increased for AD-N LCLs such that Reserve Capacity was significantly lower at 1.0 mM TCAH \[t(282) = 3.70,p = 0.02\]. With 10 uM DMNQ, Reserve Capacity was also different across LCL Group \[F(2,282) = 19.18, p \< 0.0001\]. Control LCLs had a significantly higher Reserve Capacity as compared to the AD-N \[t(282) = 2.67, p \< 0.01\] and AD-A \[t(282) = 6.17, p \< 0.0001\] LCLs and AD-N demonstrated a higher Reserve Capacity as compared to AD-A LCLs \[t(282) = 3.64, p = 0.001\] (Fig. [4F](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

This study examined mitochondrial respiratory function in lymphoblastoid cells (LCLs) derived from children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and age and gender-matched controls after exposure to trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate (TCAH), a metabolite of a known toxicant, trichloroethylene (TCE). TCE is known to cause neurotoxic^[@CR15]^, mitochondrial^[@CR16]--[@CR19]^, redox^[@CR20],\ [@CR21]^ and immune^[@CR22]--[@CR25]^ abnormalities in animals and has been linked to neurological disorders in humans, specifically ASD^[@CR6],\ [@CR32]^ and Parkinson's Disease^[@CR16],\ [@CR19],\ [@CR30],\ [@CR31]^. TCAH has been shown to have physiological effects similar to TCE^[@CR22]--[@CR25]^.

The LCLs derived from children with ASD used in this study were previously characterized into two types: AD-N LCLs which have mitochondrial function similar to Control LCLs, and AD-A LCLs which have atypical mitochondrial function characterized by an elevated Reserve Capacity at baseline and vulnerability to acute increases in ROS^[@CR41],\ [@CR42]^. We hypothesized that AD-A LCLs adapted their respiratory function to be more resilient to environmental toxicants, presumably due to previous exposure to environmental stressors. This study supports this hypothesis.

The Effect of TCAH on Mitochondrial Function {#Sec14}
--------------------------------------------

Overall, for all LCLs without DMNQ exposure, ATP-Linked Respiration and Maximal Respiratory Capacity, both indices of ETC integrity and function, were reduced as TCAH concentration increased whereas Proton Leak Respiration did not increase, suggesting that TCAH did not increase mitochondrial ROS production (Fig. [3F](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Reserve Capacity remained stable until the two highest TCAH concentrations where it significantly decreased. Altogether, these data suggest prolonged exposure to TCAH does negatively influence mitochondrial function in LCLs at the higher end of the concentrations used in this study, with this effect primarily due to inhibiting or damaging the ETC rather than increasing mitochondrial ROS. This effect is consistent with previous studies which have associated TCE with mitochondrial metabolism abnormalities^[@CR16]--[@CR18],\ [@CR48]^.

Although mitochondrial ROS, as indexed by Proton Leak Respiration, did not have a role in mitochondrial dysfunction during the Seahorse assay, given that ROS have been associated with TCE and TCAH^[@CR20]^, it is possible that ROS could have had a role in damaging the ETC during the 96 hr TCAH exposure with this effect persisting after TCAH was washed from the LCLs.

Both AD-A and Control LCLs showed a stable Reserve Capacity as TCAH concentration increased (Fig. [2H](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, AD-N LCLs showed a significant decreased in Reserve Capacity as TCAH increased. This was due to the fact that ATP-Linked Respiration and Proton Leak Respiration increased without a compensatory increase in Maximum Reserve Capacity in AD-N LCLs. Thus, it appears that the AD-A LCLs, overall, acted like Control LCLs for most mitochondrial parameters. Both AD-A and Control LCLs appear to have compensatory mechanisms to prevent a decrease in Reserve Capacity at the highest concentration of TCAH. This suggests that the AD-N LCLs are the most sensitive to TCAH under normal conditions. This supports our hypothesis that the AD-A LCLs have adapted their mitochondrial function to maintain a more normal physiology in the face of intrinsic and extrinsic stressors, potentially through mitoplasticity.

The Effect of Acute DMNQ following TCAH exposure on Mitochondrial Function {#Sec15}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

When acute DMNQ exposure followed TCAH exposure in Control LCLs, ATP-Linked and Maximum Respiratory Capacity increased, which is in contrast to the effect of TCAH without DMNQ (Fig. [1E and G](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). DMNQ exposure itself increased ATP-Linked Respiration with this effect being potentiated by TCAH incubation. DMNQ itself reduced Maximal Respiratory Capacity but TCAH exposure reversed this decrease. Thus, there appears to be an increase in ETC function induced by prolonged TCAH exposure when followed by an acute DMNQ exposure.

For Control LCLs, DMNQ itself significantly increased Proton Leak Respiration with TCAH treatment potentiating this increased but only for the 5 uM DMNQ exposure (Fig. [1B and F](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Unlike the decrease in Reserve Capacity with increasing TCAH concentrations found without DMNQ exposure, Reserve Capacity showed no significant change with increasing TCAH concentration when exposed to DMNQ. This suggests the increase in ATP-Linked Respiration and Maximal Respiratory Capacity induced by the acute DMNQ exposure may have induced a protective mechanism to the cell, over and above the increase in Proton Leak Respiration, in order to prevent a decrease in Reserve Capacity.

The effect of DMNQ on Control LCLs was similar when examining LCLs overall (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). That is, acute DMNQ exposure following TCAH exposure reversed the reduction in ATP-Linked Respiration (Fig. [3E](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and Maximum Respiratory Capacity (Fig. [3G](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) seen with increasing TCAH concentration without DMNQ exposure, resulting in a stable ATP-Linked Respiration and an increase in Maximal Reserve Capacity with increasing TCAH concentrations. Similarly, overall, DMNQ significantly increased Proton Leak Respiration with TCAH potentiating this effect (Fig. [3F](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and TCAH did not induce any change in Reserve Capacity if followed by DMNQ (Fig. [3H](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These findings point to the notion that prolonged TCAH exposure induces adaptive changes to the systems which protect the cell against ROS. However, it is noted that this potentiating effect of TCAH seems to be most robust at 5 uM DMNQ, suggesting a plateau in the ability of TCAH to induce protective adaptive changes in the cell; perhaps the increased ROS associated with 10 uM DMNQ starts to overwhelm the protective mechanisms induced.

Effect of DMNQ Following TCAH Exposure in AD LCLs {#Sec16}
-------------------------------------------------

The potentiating effect of DMNQ on TCAH exposure for Reserve Capacity was different across LCL groups. When exposed to DMNQ, Control LCLs did not demonstrate a decline in Reserve Capacity as TCAH increased, while AD-N LCLs demonstrated a significant reduction in Reserve Capacity as TCAH increased (Fig. [4A--C](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, AD-A LCLs demonstrated a significant increase in Reserve Capacity as TCAH increased. Although the AD-A LCLs demonstrated a lower absolute Reserve Capacity, these findings demonstrate that exposure to TCAH enhances the protective mechanisms to ROS in the AD-A LCLs. This supports our hypothesis that AD-A LCLs are adapted to function in the context of environmental toxicants such as TCAH.

Control LCLs after TCAH incubation followed by DMNQ exposure demonstrated a relative increase in ATP-Linked Respiration, Proton Leak Respiration and Maximal Reserve Capacity. Similarly, AD-A LCLs show above normal values for these respiratory parameters at baseline. This suggests that the changes in baseline respiratory function of the AD-A LCLs could be adaptive changes that resulted from environmental exposures^[@CR42]^. ASD LCLs have intrinsic increases in ROS^[@CR42],\ [@CR49]^, raising the possibility of an intrinsic chronic ROS stimulus which may be stimulating adaptive changes in respiratory function. The source of the chronic ROS increases in ASD LCLs is not known, but studies examining ETC enzymes in ASD immune cells show that Complex I and III produced approximately twice as much hydrogen peroxide and 1.6 times more mitochondrial ROS as controls^[@CR43],\ [@CR44]^.

In addition, N-acetyl cysteine (NAC), a precursor to glutathione which can decrease ROS, protects the AD-A LCLs from a decline in Reserve Capacity with increased DMNQ^[@CR41]^ and protects mice from TCE-induced autoimmunity^[@CR50]^, suggesting that increased ROS might be a driving force for both the intrinsic abnormalities in AD-A LCLs and the toxic effects of TCE.

Possible TCAH Induced Mitoplasticity {#Sec17}
------------------------------------

The mechanisms accounting for changes in mitochondrial respiration when DMNQ follows TCAH exposure are consistent with mitoplasticity. Mitoplasticity refers to the mitochondria's ability to adapt or transform to optimally function in the face of changes in energy demand, substrate availability, pathophysiology or environmental stressors^[@CR5]^. Mitoplasticity involves pathways that modulate general cellular energetics, mitochondrial enzymes in the citric acid cycle and ETC, proton leak, redox regulation and transcription factors as well as genes that regulate the control of mitochondrial repair and regeneration such as mitochondrial biogenesis, mitophagy and mitochondrial fission and fusion^[@CR5]^.

Proton Leak Respiration represents a mechanism to compensate for increased ROS at the inner mitochondrial membrane and is mediated by Uncoupling Protein 2 (UCP2) in lymphocytes. UCP2 is known to be up-regulated in the context of prolonged oxidative stress and serves to protect the mitochondria^[@CR51],\ [@CR52]^, AD-A LCLs have increased UCP2 protein as compared to AD-N LCLs^[@CR42]^, which is consistent with our findings that the increase in Proton Leak Respiration was greater in the AD-A as compared to the AD-N LCLs. One study showed that sub-acute TCE exposure up-regulates UCP2 gene expression^[@CR29]^ and other studies have demonstrated that sub-acute exposure to TCE up-regulates PGC1α^[@CR27],\ [@CR28]^ which has a downstream effect of up-regulating UCP2. PGC1α also has the effect of upregulating ETC complex genes as well as mitochondrial DNA transcription. Such effects may account for the increases in ATP-Linked Respiration and Maximal Respiratory Capacity seen with the combination of TCAH and DMNQ exposure.

The probable up-regulation of mitoplasticity pathways by TCAH exposure suggests that TCAH influences pathways which respond to metabolic stresses. Several studies have documented that sub-acute TCE exposure induces epigenetic changes in specific genes including those involved in DNA methylation^[@CR29]^. The 96 hr TCAH exposure time used in this study is within the time frame in which epigenetic changes can occur. Future studies may focus on epigenetic changes in genes involved in mitoplasticity with TCE or TCAH exposure.

These findings suggest that expression of mitoplasticity may require an acute stressor in order to activate underlying potentiated pathways. Studies that have measured ETC complex function found that TCE exposure was detrimental on mitochondrial function but these studies measured ETC function in isolated mitochondria. By using isolated mitochondria, cellular regulatory pathways that could enhance mitochondrial function were not active during such measurements of mitochondrial function. Our data suggests that a metabolic stressor, such as increased ROS, may be needed to activate mitoplasticity pathways. This supports the notion that protective mitochondrial mechanisms may need to be uncovered by physiological stressors in order to measure their full functional consequences.

Application to Mitochondrial Dysfunction in ASD {#Sec18}
-----------------------------------------------

Mitochondrial dysfunction is a major physiological disturbance associated with ASD^[@CR9]^. The mitochondria could be a key mediator by which environmental stressors increase the risk of developing ASD as mitochondrial function can be compromised by environmental exposures implicated in ASD such as heavy metals^[@CR53]--[@CR56]^, exhaust fumes^[@CR57]^, polychlorinated biphenyls^[@CR58]^ and pesticides^[@CR59],\ [@CR60]^. Alternatively, endogenous stressors associated with ASD such as elevated pro-inflammatory cytokines^[@CR61]--[@CR63]^ and increased oxidative stress^[@CR64],\ [@CR65]^ can also damage and decrease mitochondrial function.

Some of the data supporting the notion of mitochondrial dysfunction in ASD appears contradictory. Most direct measurements of ETC enzyme function has traditionally found decreases in ETC function^[@CR9],\ [@CR43],\ [@CR44]^ yet other studies suggest that ETC function may be increased rather than decreased in some cases^[@CR39],\ [@CR41],\ [@CR42],\ [@CR45],\ [@CR66]--[@CR69]^. This study suggests that ETC function may be dependent on whether mitoplasticity pathways are engaged. This also suggests that testing enzyme function in isolated mitochondria without supportive cellular pathways may not provide a true reflection of how the mitochondrial may function *in vivo*.

The heterogeneity of the ASD population could make the association of specific mitoplasticity genes with ASD difficult to detect considering that probably only a subset of individuals with ASD have mitochondrial dysfunction^[@CR9],\ [@CR41],\ [@CR42]^. However, some mitoplasticity genes have been associated with ASD. For example, we have shown that UCP2 is increased in the AD-A LCLs as compared to the AD-N LCLs in our previous study, accounting for higher proton leak respiration in the AD-A LCLs^[@CR42]^. Another study has linked ASD with uncoupling protein 4 (UCP4), an isoform predominately expressed in the central nervous system^[@CR70]^. In neurons from Tuberous Sclerosis mice, a model of ASD, UCP2^[@CR71]^ and AMPK^[@CR72]^ were found to be up-regulated. Tuberous Sclerosis is associated with up-regulation in mTOR which enhances mitochondrial function and inhibits autophagy^[@CR5]^. There are also several links between ASD and PGC1α. PGC1α is associated with modulation of the excitatory-inhibitory balance in the hippocampus such that elevated PGC1α could account for the cortical hyperexcitability associated with the ASD brain^[@CR73]^. Thus, although more research is needed to support the link between the upregulation of mitoplasticity genes and ASD, there is evidence to support this notion.

Limitations {#Sec19}
-----------

A limitation inherent in ASD research is the availability of sufficient biological samples and the limitation in the models available to study such a heterogeneous disorder. Since there are no animal models that encompass the complete phenotype of ASD, especially the phenotype associated with mitochondrial dysfunction, we have developed a LCL based model.

Mitochondrial dysfunction preferentially affects high energy demanding systems, particularly the brain and immune system; thus, immune cells may be an ideal surrogate for investigating the consequences of mitochondrial abnormalities when neural tissue cannot be practically studied. However, animal or neural cell models with similar mitochondrial abnormalities could be helpful to examine the effect of mitochondrial dysfunction and mitoplasticity on behavior and neuronal function. In addition, we have discussed mitoplasticity, epigenetic mechanism and redox metabolism in this study. Future studies should examine changes in the expression of genes involved in mitochondrial fission and fusion, biogenesis and mitoplasticity, measure redox metabolism and screen for epigenetic changes to support these proposed mechanisms.

Conclusions {#Sec20}
===========

This study demonstrates several effects of TCAH on mitochondrial function. First, TCAH appears to have a detrimental effect on the mitochondria, consistent with previous studies, although this effect is different across cell types with some LCLs derived from ASD children being more vulnerable than others. Second, when exposure to TCAH is followed by an oxidized microenvironment the detrimental effect of TCAH is reversed in some cell types, specifically Controls and AD-A LCLs. Third, we previously suggested that the AD-A LCL subgroup of ASD LCLs had adapted their mitochondrial function to be more resistant to environmental stressors. This study provides support for this notion. We demonstrated that AD-A LCLs were indeed more resistant to the effects of TCAH and we demonstrated that some of the adaptive changes that occurred in the Control LCLs due to exposure to TCAH were similar to the changes seen in AD-A LCLs at baseline. We interpret these findings in the context of mitoplasticity and have outlined how previous studies on the effect of TCAH have found that genes considered within mitoplasticity pathways are induced by TCAH. This provides insight into an aspect of atypical mitochondrial dysfunction seen in a subset of LCLs derived from children with ASD and may provide insight into metabolic disorders in a subset of individuals with ASD as well as the etiology of these abnormalities. In addition, further research may investigate the use of AD-A LCLs as a model of mitoplasticity, particularly mitoplasticity induced by environmental agents.

Methods {#Sec21}
=======

Lymphoblastoid Cell Lines and Culture Conditions {#Sec22}
------------------------------------------------

Seventeen LCLs derived from white males diagnosed with non-syndromic ASD chosen from pedigrees with at least 1 affected male sibling (mean/SD age 8.4 ± 4.0 y) were obtained from the Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (Los Angeles, CA, USA) and the National Institutes of Mental Health (Bethesda, MD, USA) center for collaborative genomic studies on mental disorders (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Seven of the ASD LCLs were identified as AD-A and 10 AD-N, as characterized in our previous studies^[@CR41],\ [@CR42]^. Because of the limited number of AD-A LCLs that were available to age match, some AD-A LCLs were matched twice. Ten age-matched control LCLs (mean/SD age 8.7 ± 4.2 y) were obtained from Coriell Cell Repository (Camden, NJ, USA). The control LCLs were obtained from healthy white males with no behavioral or neurological disorders or first-degree relatives with a medical disorder that could involve abnormal mitochondrial function. Cells were studied at an average passage 12, with a maximum passage of 15 since genomic stability is very high at this low passage number^[@CR74],\ [@CR75]^. Cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 culture medium with 15% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) in a humidified incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO~2~.Table 1Lymphoblastoid cell line characteristics and matching between AD and control cell lines. List is organized by the two groups identified: AD-A and AD-N.Pair \#AD-N LCLsAD-A LCLsControl LCLsCell IDSourceAge (y)Cell IDSourceAge (y)Cell IDSourceAge (y)101C08367NIMH701C08594NIMH7GM09642Coriell721215301AGRE1203C16499NIMH11GM16007Coriell12303C14349NIMH17939303AGRE11GM17272Coriell174008404AGRE131165302AGRE13GM11626Coriell13501C08022NIMH501C08495NIMH4GM09380Coriell6602C09650NIMH702C09713NIMH7GM11973Coriell771267302AGRE1003C16499NIMH11GM10153Coriell10802C10054NIMH601C08594NIMH7GM17255Coriell6903C15992NIMH501C08495NIMH4GM18054Coriell51004C24363NIMH41393306AGRE3GM09659Coriell4NIMH = National Institutes of Mental Health (Bethesda, MD, USA).AGRE = Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (Los Angeles, CA, USA).Coriell = Coriell Cell Repository (Camden, NJ, USA).

Seahorse Assay {#Sec23}
--------------

We used the state-of-the-art Seahorse Extracellular Flux (XF) 96 Analyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA USA), to measure the oxygen consumption rate (OCR), an indicator of mitochondrial respiration (Fig. [5A](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) in real-time in live intact LCLs.Figure 5The Seahorse Assay and Experiment Timeline. (**A**) Parameters of mitochondrial respiration were derived by the sequential addition of pharmacological agents to respiring cells. For each parameter, three oxygen consumption rate (OCR) measurements are made over 18 minutes. First, baseline OCR is measured, from which Basal Respiration is derived by subtracting non-mitochondrial respiration. Next oligomycin, a complex V inhibitor, is added; the resulting OCR is used to derive ATP-Linked Respiration (by subtracting the oligomycin OCR from baseline OCR) and Proton Leak Respiration (by subtracting non-mitochondrial respiration from the oligomycin OCR). Next carbonyl cyanide-p-trifluoromethoxyphenyl-hydrazon (FCCP), a protonophore, is used to collapse the inner membrane gradient, driving ETC function to its maximal rate; Maximal Respiratory Capacity is derived by subtracting non-mitochondrial OCR from the FCCP OCR. Lastly, antimycin A, a complex III inhibitor, and rotenone, a complex I inhibitor, are added to shut down ETC function, revealing the non-mitochondrial respiration. Reserve Capacity is calculated by subtracting Basal Respiration from Maximal Respiratory Capacity (**B**) Timeline for the experiment. Lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) are exposed to one of three concentrations of trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate (TCAH) or not exposed (baseline control) for 96 hrs. Following TCAH exposure, the LCLs are exposed to 2,3-dimethoxy-1,4-napthoquinone (DMNQ) for 1 hr in order to increase reactive oxygen (ROS) species or not exposed to DMNQ. The Seahorse assay is performed after these exposures.

One hour prior to the assay, cells were seeded onto poly-D-lysine coated 96-well XF-PS plates at a density of 1.1 × 10^5^ cells/well in DMEM XF assay media (unbuffered DMEM supplemented with 11 mM glucose, 2 mM L-glutamax, and 1 mM sodium pyruvate). Four replicate wells were used per treatment group. Titrations were performed to determine the optimal concentrations of pharmacological agents \[oligomycin (1.0 µM), FCCP (0.3 µM), antimycin A (0.3 µM) and rotenone (1.0 µM)\] used in the assay.

The Seahorse assay provides parameters of mitochondrial function and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production. Both **ATP**-**Linked Respiration** and **Maximal Respiratory Capacity** provide information about the integrity and ability of the ETC to function. **Proton Leak Respiration** represents a control mechanism for minimizing ROS at the inner mitochondrial membrane, the site of the ETC complexes. Proton leak reduces the mitochondrial membrane potential which, in turn, decreases ETC ROS generation^[@CR76]^. Proton Leak can be increased because of increased ROS at the inner mitochondrial membrane and/or because adaptive mechanisms have up-regulated this mechanism due to compensate for chronic increased ROS.

**Reserve Capacity** provides an index of mitochondrial and cellular health. **Reserve Capacity** becomes reduced as mitochondria reach their maximal functional capacity. At that point the mitochondria cannot provide additional ATP to the cell if needed, leaving the cell vulnerable. Both neurodegenerative^[@CR77],\ [@CR78]^ and heart^[@CR79]^ diseases have been linked to depleted **Reserve Capacity** as has aging^[@CR80]^. **Reserve Capacity** depletion is associated with cell death in cardiomyocytes^[@CR81]^ and endothelial cells^[@CR82]^ under conditions of oxidative stress and in neurons during glutamate toxicity or ETC inhibition^[@CR78],\ [@CR83]^.

Redox Challenge {#Sec24}
---------------

ROS was increased *in vitro* by exposing cells to increasing concentrations of the redox cycling agent, DMNQ (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), for 1 h prior to the Seahorse assay (Fig. [5B](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). DMNQ generates both superoxide and hydrogen peroxide similar to levels generated by NADPH oxidase *in vivo* ^[@CR82]^. A 5 mg/mL DMNQ solution was diluted in DMEM XF assay media into 10X stocks and added to cells in an XF-PS plate and incubated for 1 h at 37 °C in a non-CO~2~ incubator. The concentrations of 5 μM and 10 μM DMNQ were used to optimally increase ROS *in vitro* ^[@CR42]^.

Trichloroacetaldehyde hydrate exposure {#Sec25}
--------------------------------------

Each group of LCLs were cultured with three concentrations of TCAH (0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 mM) for 96 hrs prior to the Seahorse assay (Fig. [1B](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) or cultured for the same length of time without TCAH exposure. The TCAH exposure length is equivalent to sub-acute exposure of TCE in animal models^[@CR27],\ [@CR28]^. These concentrations were selected to parallel our previous *in vitro* study that demonstrated that TCAH is an environmental autoimmune trigger^[@CR22]^. Furthermore, acute exposure to TCE has been reported to result in 0.64 mM blood levels^[@CR84]^, a concentration that is between the two highest concentrations used in this study. In addition, in mice a dose of 200 ppm TCAH resulted in a blood concentration of 0.2 mM^[@CR85]^. Thus, the concentrations we used in our study are well within those documented in the blood of humans and animals.

Analytic approach {#Sec26}
-----------------

Analysis of variance was conducted using a mixed-model regression^[@CR86]^ via SAS version 9.3 (Cary, NC, USA) 'glmmix' procedure. The mixed-model compared matched AD LCL groups to each other and to the matched control LCLs, all of which were run in the same Seahorse assay plate. The mitochondrial respiratory measurement was the response variable with a between-group effect (e.g., AD-A v AD-N v control) and within-group repeated factor of DMNQ and TCAH concentration (modeled as a multilevel factor) as well as the interaction between these effects. We present the *overall* difference between the comparison groups (Group Effect), the overall effect of the DMNQ concentration (DMNQ effect), the overall effect of the TCAH concentration (TCAH effect) and the two- and three-way interactions between these factors. Random effects included the intercept, Seahorse Plate, TCAH and DMNQ, where applicable. When two-way interactions were significant, each concentration of TCAH was compared to the baseline value (i.e., values without exposure to TCAH) for each level of the other factor (e.g., each group). For the three-way interaction, a two-way analysis was performed for each DMNQ concentration. F-tests were used to evaluate significance of model statistics and are mentioned first in the results narrative to outline the overall effects. Planned post-hoc contrasts were t-distributed and are presented after the main effects to describe the specific comparison of a levels of an effect (i.e., TCAH 0.1 mM,0.5 mM, 1.0 mM or DMNQ 5 uM,10 M) to baseline.

To illustrate the effect of TCAH, the respiratory parameters are graphed as percent change from baseline. In order to obtain an accurate percent change calculation for Reserve Capacity, the Percent Reserve Capacity was used rather than the absolute Reserve Capacity. This was necessary because the absolute Reserve Capacity can be very small or even negative, which can result in invalid calculations when examining percent change. Percent Reserve Capacity was calculated by dividing Maximal Respiratory Capacity by Basal Respiration.

For the first set of analyses, we examine the effect of TCAH and DMNQ only on the Control LCLs in order to better understand the effect of TCAH on non-diseased cells. Second, we examine the effect TCAH and DMNQ on the two sets AD LCLs as well as Controls to understand the variation in the way the mitochondria responds to TCAH in the two different types of AD LCLs.

In addition, as part of supplemental material, we confirm the characteristics of the AD subgroups. Since we previously found that mitochondrial respiration in AD-A LCLs was different than AD-N and Control LCLs and that the latter two groups were similar to each other, planned post-hoc orthogonal contrasts are used to compare the AD-A to both the AD-N and Control LCLs combined and to compare AD-N and Control LCLs to each other (See Supplementary Material).

Data Availability {#Sec27}
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